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Introduction
We welcome you to a distinctive and impact filled experience. This report and the discussion of your findings with a
certified Lions Lead Leadership Advisor will provide you with powerful insights. Our processes will illuminate how you
think, react and make choices so that you can be more intentional and purposeful. We accomplish this, in part, with how
we approach the evaluation process. We call it CAB
CAB.

Competencies are a specific group of interacting attributes and skills
required to be proficient.
For example, if one is considered competent, they are accomplished in
several specific skills.
Attributes are concisely stated concepts or qualities measured by
behaviors that describe a person.
For example, if someone possesses high Self-Awareness, they likely
know, discern and lead themselves well.
Behaviors are specific, measurable actions and reactions of how we
conduct ourselves.
For example, a behavior of the attribute, Managing Emotions is
Recognizing Emotions
Emotions.
All Lions Lead products are comprised of specific, applicable competencies, represented by multiple attributes from
uniquely focused instruments (e.g. Leadership Traits, Emotional Intelligence, and Critical Thinking) and measured by
respective, associated behaviors.
To provide you with robust, revealing insights, we apply our 5T process to foster the internalization of your findings.
• We Translate content focused competencies into recognizable attributes measured by a series of behaviors.
Personality and 360 feedback instruments are helpful, but often miss the mark of critical behaviors that shape
performance.
• Our clients report that the discussion of their findings pinpoints insights that are like Truth Telling heat seeking
missiles. The value of the findings debrief is its ability to generate powerful, life-changing conversations initiated
and stimulated by the client.
• Because of the Truth-Telling
Truth-Telling, clients Testify that the findings are accurate, equip them to know what to do to
improve and are motivated to change.
• Clients also reveal that not only are the findings accurate, but they supply such Timely insights that years of
observation and training do not provide. Knowing if people fit, can work together and possess the capabilities
and capacity for the future in such a short time frame is timeless.
• The end outcome for anyone who desires to grow is Transformation
Transformation. We have a proven approach that motivates
and equips participants to advance their influence, effectiveness, and performance beyond their current thinking.

We are grateful for the opportunity to serve you on your adventure toward excellence.
Journey with grace, humility, courage, and wisdom,

Purpose Inspired Competitors Team
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Optimum Performance Indicators
The Quadrants and respective attributes below provide athletes and their coaches insights and behaviors critical for
optimum athletic performance. The findings in the tables following this section reveal an athlete's personal results
with respective value statements. Comparing the optimum descriptions below with personal results captured in the
tables equip athletes with powerful insights for strengthening their personal and athletic effectiveness.

Self-Leadership – Measures the competence and skills required for athletes to truly know and lead themselves as a
foundation for being effective in their performance and building team relationships. High performing athletes
diligently sharpen their emotional intelligence to know and integrate their values and beliefs as a compass to help
them monitor and manage their emotions. They practice integrity, are persistent and are continuously open to
learning new ways to be effective. The following attributes individually and collectively frame effective patterns that
set extraordinary athletes apart from the rest.
• Self-Awareness is central in discerning personal values, goals and beliefs. It forms a personal compass to
interpret how well one is affecting others. Extraordinary athletes begin to master this attribute because they
understand it is central to effective interaction with all other attributes.
• Managing Emotions measures the accuracy, frequency and speed with which exceptional athletes evaluate
their reactions, attitudes and moods. Highly effective athletes know that a slip in knowing and measuring
their emotions can impact their effectiveness and more importantly their reputations. Maintaining vigilance
in knowing and managing emotions contributes to the finesse of living and performing well.
• Coachable is receptivity to feedback in any form and a belief that one owns a personal responsibility for
their development. Exceptional athletes are made not born. They want to be challenged and press for
mentoring and coaching to improve.
• Disciplined is essential to reaching and sustaining high performance. Highly successful athletes are
determined and take action to resolve or remove anything that blocks or slows down their achieving their
goals. They tirelessly strive to accomplish their goals even when injuries, setbacks and resistance seems
continuous.
• Apprehension is remaining calm in the most competitive and personally trying situations. Extraordinary
athletes face criticism and failures as do other athletes, but have a strong internal confidence that equip them
to handle criticism from coaches and others without becoming defensive or angry.
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Optimum Performance Indicators
Competitive Edge – Extraordinary athletes are committed to developing and sustaining superior athletic
performance. When their desired performance is disappointing, they press on to recapture their edge. Exceptional
athletes use their competitiveness to encourage and exhort their teams to rise beyond what they can imagine.
Competing at the highest levels requires passion, perseverance, mental toughness and willingness to compete
through pain. Review your findings in the attributes below to discern your strengths and challenges in this important
quadrant.
• Passion is a driving need to achieve athletic greatness. Highly successful athletes imagine and see
themselves accomplishing historic athletic achievements. They create a bold personal vision and believe it is
real and achievable. The internal motivation of extraordinary athletes tirelessly pursues their goals in spite of
setbacks and injuries. Athletes with average or even strong passion seldom push themselves to achieve the
performance of which they are capable.
• Perseverance reveals the commitment; motivation and persistence athletes possess and demonstrate toward
achieving their goals. Great athletic goals and the desire to achieve them are of little value if athletes do not
expect and deliver demanding effort and results from themselves. Athletes, who give up, create doubt and
lack follow through in front of other athletes.
• Mental Toughness is the mindset of pushing aside personal agendas, setbacks or obstacles that obstruct
achieving athletic goals. Athletes, who achieve greatness, possess an overwhelming commitment to win in
spite of the odds. When a game seems lost, extraordinary athletes summon the courage and focus to believe
they can win and cause other athletes to follow. They embrace the chaos and disbelief of others, but believe
that somehow they will triumph.
• Personal Sacrifice measures the willingness of athletes to risk injury and compete with pain. Great athletes
intentionally choose to play in pain in order to help the team win. When removed from competition,
exceptional athletes press the coach to return even if it means risking injury. Athletes who compete through
the barriers of pain inspire other athletes to demand more from themselves.
• Competitiveness is a determined and dedicated will to work hard to achieve extraordinary goals.
Exceptional athletes say they are empowered by winning and have an unquenchable thirst to achieve more.
Losing big games creates a competitive fire to break out in a record setting performance in the next game.
They want to make a noteworthy difference and stir others to think the same so that the team excels.
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Optimum Performance Indicators
Team Focus – Extraordinary athletes understand that before they can lead others effectively, they must first know
themselves and lead themselves. Finding ways to equip people to perform as teams is an art. Great athletes go
beyond phenomenal personal performance. They lead and rally their teams to historic achievements. To them,
effectiveness is being a team player, building trust and practicing attentiveness (investing time, patience and interest
in others). Highly effective athletes build and sustain relationships and empower others to lead. Review and use your
findings to seek new ways of improving your athletic leadership influence and standards.
• Team Player is a combination of behaviors that athletes use to build and sustain high performing teams.
Extraordinary athletes can accomplish work independently, but enjoy extending their performance through
the productivity of teams. They believe in the collaborative approach and are skilled in understanding
differences in people and know how to work with difficult people to win trust and develop effective teams.
They are exceptional in cultivating relationships and networks of people from across their peers, other teams
and their communities.
• Builds Trust is a composite of behaviors that distinguishes highly effective athletes who are leaders. They
understand that trust is earned by living up to commitments, accepting responsibility for mistakes and giving
honest, complete answers. They honor people of all cultures and do not undermine or slight others for their
own gain. Considering ethical issues when making decisions and standing up for what is right are
distinctives extraordinary athletes practice to build and sustain trust.
• Loyal defines powerful athletes by their courage to speak their mind. After voicing their concerns and
disagreements, exceptional athlete leaders give unwavering support to coaches and other athletes on the
team. Authentic athletes give direct answers to hard questions when other athletes play it safe. Their support
for coaches and other players does not fade when others criticize or oppose new direction.
• Builds Relationships is a critical component of highly effective athletes in understanding and developing
strong bonds with their teams and others with whom they have contact. They accept people as they are and
find things to appreciate about all people. Exceptional athletes move, greet and converse with people at ease
at any occasion or situation. They sustain loyal relationships by confronting and solving issues and
problems.
• Dependable is the consistency and predictable responsibility athletes display that earns them respect. They
can be counted on to fulfill their functions and be fully prepared for all scheduled meetings. They are
committed to follow through regardless of other pressing demands. Others see them as consistent, reliable
and carefully thinking through ideas and issues.
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Optimum Performance Indicators
Composure – A much-overlooked factor in athletic performance on and off the field is the combination of
attributes critical in the thinking processes used by athletes. Exceptional athletes develop a compelling combination
of intelligent reasoning and analytical thinking. They are intentional in thinking how they think and continuously
sharpen their skills. They are also mindful that accepting and forgiving others along with remaining composed
during tense situations are traits others respect. Consider ways to strengthen your skills in this quadrant.
• Reasoning is a combination of intelligent reasoning and the ability to grasp ideas quickly. Highly effective
athletes are talented in multiple ways, but the skills of reasoning well and the ability to understand what is
going on around them are critical. They use this awareness to gain insight and wisdom that forms their
reputations and drives their success. They are quick to discern and initiate leadership opportunities that most
other athletes miss.
• Analytical Thinking is an undervalued attribute that exceptional athletes use to process their emotions,
decisions and reactions before they act and speak. All athletes face trying, irritating and annoying situations,
but highly effective athletes calibrate and weigh viewpoints and reactions before expressing them. As a
result, they win trust and respect.
• Aggression measures the tendency athletes possess for verbal and/or physical violence towards coaches,
other athletes or people close to them. Extraordinary athletes use self-control to set boundaries against
harmful behaviors that they will not cross. They think about what triggers their emotions and prepare in
advance to not overreact. Their self-discipline strengthens their reputation and serves as a model for other
athletes and non-athletes.
• Resilient is the display of inner strength that exceptional athletes manifest in being mentally tough and in
managing self-control in pressure, stress and difficult situations. They build and sustain internal reserves that
equip them to remain calm in demanding circumstances and to absorb rejection and criticism. Other athletes
and their peers enjoy working with them and trust them because they are reliable and stable.
• Tension reveals the highly effective athlete's tendency for being relaxed, composed and diligent in
restraining quick, rash reactions. Athletics is filled with promising, turbulent and uncertain twists and turns.
Keeping composed and focused is often the difference between succeeding or losing. Exceptional athletes
think through emotions before constructively expressing any irritation or frustration. They know they don't
win every challenge, but are mindful not to burn future opportunities or relationships.
Candidness is possessing a healthy and accurate view of oneself. Extraordinary athletes are as susceptible in
wanting to be accomplished as their peers are, but stay true to who they are rather than project a false or desired
image. They avoid the opposite extreme of being hyper critical of themselves which can lead to negative or defeated
attitudes and behaviors.

Personal Values – Possessing and intentionally living by personal values is critically important to exceptional
athletes. They use their personal values as a compass to navigate through competing personal and athletic
performance demands. Becoming an athlete who can align competitiveness and live outside of athletics at the
highest levels of personal achievement is admired and impactful. Ignoring this dimension may diminish how
athletes develop who they are and what they can accomplish.
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Attributes

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Self Leadership
Self-Awareness Suffers from being misunderstood and
seldom evaluates efect on others
Manages Emotions Recognizes most personal emotions as
they develop and sometimes with others
Coachable Desires and responds well to constructive
feedback and performance challenges
Disciplined Disciplines self to achieve goals even when
others give up
Apprehension Continuous frets internally about what others
think, often loses composure in competitive situations

Competitive Edge
Passion Creates big athletic goals and relentlessly
drives to achieve them
Perseverance Wants to do their best, but is distracted by
setbacks and criticism
Mental Toughness Dedicated to winning in spite of odds,
focused even when there are distractions
Personal Sacrifice Intentionally chooses to play with pain
and sacrifices to be the best
Competitiveness Passionate about winning and satisfaction
with big victories is short-lived
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Team Focus
Team Player Committed to building team trust, works
to achieve effective team dynamics
Builds Trust Treats people with respect that they like, tries
to live up to commitments
Loyal Gives honest feedback in tense situations, remains
committed to team when others are critical
Builds Relationships Relates well to many athletes/coaches,
committed to building strong, ongoing relationships
Dependable Dedicated to being on time for meetings, comes
fully prepared to practice hard

Composure
Reasoning Average reasoning skills, wrestles with
understanding some new concepts
Analytical Thinking Can frequently react abruptly,
seldom checks the logic of how they are thinking
Aggression Seldom engages in heated arguments, does not
lose control and threaten others
Resilient Relies on internal reserves to deal with stressful
situations, Takes personal and destructive criticism in stride
Tension Thinks through emotions before constructively
expressing irritation, anger or frustration

Candidness
Candidness May have strong tendency to be hypercritical of
self

Personal Values
Personal Values Identifies and practices personal values
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My Top Strengths
Competitiveness
Extraordinary Athletes
with similar scores tend
to:

•
•
•
•
•

Be empowered by winning and achieving hard goals
Be fully committed and dedicated to winning
Think that all opponents are beatable
Be dissatisfiend with their performance
Have a bold need to accomplish significant athletic goals

Recommended Development in Competitiveness Behaviors:
Drive to Win:

Exceptional athletes are empowered by winning and are dedicated to achieving big goals.
They are passionate about what they do and play to win. Review your tendency and
practices in these behaviors. Spend some time thinking about and testing new ways to
increase your competitiveness.

Need to Accomplish: Esteemed athletes need to accomplish audacious goals. They want to make a difference
and rise to the occasion in the most competitive situations. Evaluate your mental
clarity and need for competing at this level. Discern and take action on steps you
can implement to advance your performance..

Passion
• Ignore people and circumstances prevent them from accomplishing their athletic
goals
• Raise their competitive drive when challenges or setbacks occur
• Set and try to exceed audacious athletic goals
• Increase their mental focus and energy when they are criticized
• Never question their ability to accomplish great athletic achievements

Extraordinary Athletes
with similar scores tend
to:

Recommended Development in Passion Behaviors:
Captivating Vision:

Stamina:

Extraordinary athletes create, see and believe a personal vision for their athletic
greatness. They imagine phenomenal athletic feats as being real and achievable. Your
score suggests you do not share the same level of confidence. Revisit and increase your
athletic goals and renew your mental energy to achieve them..
Highly effective athletes possess and relentlessly expend physical and mental vitality,
energy and persistence to accomplish their athletic vision. Examine your commitment
to persistence when things do not go your way to determine your need to strengthen
this area. The increase in your athletic performance will be noticeable.
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My Top Strengths
Resilient
Extraordinary Athletes
with similar scores tend
to:

•
•
•
•
•

Accept personal mistakes in stride
Rely on their internal reserves to deal positively with stressful situations
Remain calm and positive in high stress situation
Stand firm and act courageously in the midst of attacks or criticism
Use humor to deflect negative effects and turn down pressure

Recommended Development in Resilient Behaviors:
Absorbs Criticism:

Copes With Stress:

High performing athletes accept personal mistakes and take destructive criticism without
reacting negatively or presume a personal attack. Evaluate your skills in keeping your
composure when you face criticism from coaches and other athletes. Use these findings
to increase your resilience.
Building and relying on internal emotional reserves is foundational for exceptional athletes
to regulate and deflect the negative effects of stressful situations. Assess your skills in
this area and examine the strength of your emotional core. Be mindful of your core and
use daily situations to strengthen it.
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My Top Challenges
Apprehension
Extraordinary Athletes
with similar scores tend
to:

•
•
•
•
•

Depend on the approval of others
Become protective whey they are criticized
Fret and imagine what others think
Worry about what they are not achieving
Have self doubts and over criticize themselves

Recommended Development in Aprehension Behaviors:
Fretting:

Churning and imagining what other people think of them is not how highly effective
athletes internalize their emotions. They define themselves by their values and integrity.
Assess your internal thought patterns to check your level of fretting. Slowly take
corrective action and frequently evaluate your progress.

Worrying:

Strong athletes are purposeful and intentional in whom they are and their commitment to
athletic excellence. They do not worry about how others perceive their achievements.
Critique your mindset on this approach and initiate changes to diminish any excessive
worrying that might be defeating you.

Self-Awareness
•
•
•
•
•

Extraordinary Athletes
with similar scores tend
to:

Be uncertain or doubt their personal abilities and competencies
Lack clarity on what affects their performance
Neglect their values and goals in making decisions
Misunderstand their effect on others
Struggle with self-criticism and negative attitudes

Recommended Development in Self-Awareness Behaviors:
Aware
of Abilities:
SelfReflective:

Your score suggests you have some ability to discern and use your personal abilities and
competencies as an athlete. Dig deeper in understanding what competencies and skills
can make you more successful. Look for ways to increase your effectiveness on and off the
field.
Top performing athletes dedicate time to quietly reflect on important issues and actions
that help them to be effective. Set aside time to reflect on your progress and apply
your insights to strengthen your success.
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My Top Challenges
Analytical Thinking
Extraordinary Athletes
with similar scores tend
to:

•
•
•
•
•

To be inconsistent in checking the logic of their thinking and reactions
Forget to test their ideas and viewpoints for consistency
Usually consider one option or viewpoint rather than several
Be inattentive to making sure their ideas or viewpoints are believable
Overlook evaluating their emotions or reactions before expressing them

Recommended Development in Analytical Thinking Behaviors:
Logical:

Extraordinary athletes are diligent in checking and rechecking the logic and consistency
of their decisions and conclusions. Consider the level of demand you place on yourself
to develop sensible viewpoints and ask others if they see flaws in your thinking.

Reflective: High performing athletes relentlessly require of themselves that they consider and,

construct ideas and discussions that are persuasive and believable. Select a recent
experience you had that did not go as well as you wanted and rethink it to see how you
can improve the next time.
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Workout Plan
1. What kind of athlete and person am I striving to be?

2. After reviewing my profile, what changes would I like to see one year from now if I dedicate
myself to these efforts:

3. What is the top improvement I want to accomplish this year to increase my athletic
performance?

4. What are the things that could prevent me from reaching the results I want?

5. On a scale of 1 – 10 (1 = I am curious about this process; 10 = I will not let anything stop me
from achieving these goals), what is my number?
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